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Today’s Topics

• IFR Probability
• Machine-Learning Turbulence detection
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IFR Probability
• Combines information
• from Satellite (are low clouds present?)
• from Rapid Refresh (is there low-level saturation?)
Product suite includes IFR
Probability, Low IFR
Probability and MVFR
Probability
MVFR Probability > IFR Probability > LIFR Probability

• VFR - Visual flight rules
ceiling > 3000 ft and vis > 5 mi
• MVFR - Marginal visual flight rules
1000 ft < ceiling < 3000 ft or 3 mi < vis < 5 mi
• IFR - Instrument flight rules
500 ft < ceiling < 1000 ft or 1 mi < vis < 3 mi
• LIFR - Low instrument flight rules
ceiling < 500 ft or vis < 1 mi

IFR Probability
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Aviation Question

There is likely stratus there, right?

• Would you want to fly into this region and land on a
lake?

• Uniform temperature to the 11.45 µm brightness
temperature. Feature is slightly darker (warmer)
than surrounding land.
11.45 µm

1132 UTC

1311 UTC

IFR Probability
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Aviation Question

There is likely stratus there, right?

• Would you want to fly into this region and land on a
lake?

• Stratus clouds show cooler 3.74 µm brightness
temperatures (The sun has not risen). Cirrus clouds
are slightly warmer at 3.74 µm than at 11.45 µm.
3.74 µm

1132 UTC

1311 UTC

IFR Probability
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Aviation Question

There is likely stratus there, right?

• IFR Probability helps quantify your decision-making

• How likely is it that there are visibility and ceiling
reductions down to IFR conditions?

1132 UTC

1311 UTC

IFR Probability
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Background:

Result:

• It’s challenging for satellites to detect cloud bases

•

You get a useful signal underneath cirrus clouds
(where the model predicts saturation)

•

You screen out regions of elevated stratus – where
the satellite detects stratiform clouds, but the
model declines to predict low-level saturation

•

You get a very strong signal where both satellite
and model agree on the presence of low clouds

•

Satellite can give information on low clouds in
narrow valleys (that might not be resolved in the
Rapid Refresh model)

• Cirrus cloud obscure the satellite view of low clouds
• Satellite signal can change through sunrise/sunset
• Model predictions of clouds can be wrong
• Model resolution might mean the small values
are missed completely
• Combine the strengths of the two data streams into
one product
• Satellite to detect the presence of clouds
(where possible)
• Model to predict the presence of low-level
saturation

IFR Probability Examples
Background:

Result:
•

If high clouds are streaming over your
location, it’s very hard to determine from
satellite alone where the IFR conditions
might be occurring.

•

In this example from 2020 (using GOES16), there are holes in the cloud through
which an occasional glimpse of low cloud
occurs.

•

When Rapid Refresh model data mostly
defines IFR Probability, the field is flat. If
Satellite data are also being used, the
field will be more pixelated
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IFR Probability Examples
Background:

Result:
•

If high clouds are streaming over your
location, it’s very hard to determine from
satellite alone where the IFR conditions
might be occurring.

•

This GOES-17 example is from earlier this
month.

•

When Rapid Refresh model data mostly
defines IFR Probability, the field is flat. If
Satellite data are also being used, the
field will be more pixelated

•

Note how some low clouds are screened
out in this example: mid-level stratus
that is not important for takeoffs/landings.
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IFR Probability examples
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Result:
•

I know, I know, this is Florida, but it’s such a
nice examples of two things, that I’m including
it!

•

Look how you can use the motion of IFR
Probability fields to forecast the onset of IFR
conditions! Even possible with 10-minute
imagery.

•

There is a ‘pulse’ at the top of the hour. This is
when updated model data are incorporated
into the probability computations.

Cloud Depth
Background:
• Part of the suite of IFR Probability products
• Created by comparing 3.9 µm emissivity to SODAR
observations of cloud depth off the coast of
California: a look-up table was generated
• Not computed for the ~90 minutes around sunrise
and sunset when reflected 3.9 µm radiation changes
quickly
• Last pre-sunrise value is related to radiation fog
dissipation time (See the chart on the next page)
• Chart values created by visual inspection of Cloud
Depth and Fog Dissipation
• Most cases were over the Southeast US or
Great Plains.
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IFR Probability
• Combines information from Satellite and from Rapid
Refresh
• Very strong signal where satellite and Rapid Refresh
agree low clouds are present
• Model data helps to screen out regions where stratus is
present – but not low clouds
• Model data can characterize low cloud features
underneath thick cirrus
• Cloud Thickness can be used to estimate dissipation time
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Turbulence Probability
Machine Learning Background:
•Trained with
•aircraft-based observations of EDR
•Satellite observations: clear window IR
(10.3 µm) and upper-level water vapor
IR (6.19 µm)
•Mid/Upper level soundings from the
GFS
The probabilistic model is tuned
to have very low bias. The 10%
probability zones experience a
~10% frequency of MOG
turbulence. The 40% probability
zones experience a ~40%
frequency of MOG, etc.
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Turbulence Probability
Machine Learning Background:
•Trained with
•aircraft-based observations of EDR
•Satellite observations: clear window IR
(10.3 µm) and upper-level water vapor
IR (6.19 µm)
•Mid/Upper level soundings from the
GFS
This inset shows the distribution

of observations. Most EDR
observations are in the 0-0.1
range.
This shows you where events
might be undersampled, and that
should help interpretation of the
product.
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Turbulence Probability
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1900 UTC

Manual aircraft obs
s:
http
//cim

Large areas of convection
(Satellite-observed)

ss.ss
isc.e
ec.w
du/t
lenc

urbu
e
Turbulence product shown in contours over WV imagery

High probability in
featureless areas
(GFS-resolved)
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1640 UTC

s:
http
//cim
ss.ss
isc.e
ec.w
du/t
urbu
lenc

Same distributions and
intensities, but slightly more
reliant on GFS model

e
IR-based turbulence product from ~2 hr earlier

Turbulence Probability

• You can better results when the Water Vapor imagery is available
• Vapor imagery cannot be used when the Loop Heat Pipe cannot sufficiently cool the ABI
• That’s why window channel information is also used in the training of this product
• This product was upgraded in early 2021, at which point the model data were
incorporated into the training
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Turbulence Probability

The animation at left shows 6.19 mm
upper-level water vapor infrared
imagery, pilot reports of turbulence,
and also turbulence probability fields
on 22 March 2021
In addition to being in AWIPS (via an
LDM feed), the turbulence probability is
available online
https://cimss.ssec.wisc.edu/turbulence
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Training on these Products
IFR Probability:
• Blog post examples sorted by geography and other
ways are here: https://fusedfog.ssec.wisc.edu
• There is training material on the front page of
that webpage
• VISIT training is available as well; the calendar for
training is here. 1 or 2 live trainings are offered
each month.
• Recorded training is available as well (Note: there’s
a certain CONUS-centricity to the training)
(YouTube
link
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lzYPMSnpBG4
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Training on these Products
Turbulence Probability:
• Blog post examples on the (searchable) CIMSS
Satellite Blog : https://cimss.ssec.wisc.edu/satelliteblog (Search on ‘turbulence’)
• Training video is available online.
• Data are available online
• https://cimss.ssec.wisc.edu/turbulence
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Contact Information
Turbulence Probability:
• Tony Wimmmers
• (wimmers@ssec.wisc.edu)

IFR Probability:
• Mike Pavolonis
• (michael.pavolonis@noaa.gov)

My contact information:
scott.lindstrom@ssec.wisc.edu
scott.lindstrom@noaa.gov
608 263 4425
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